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Do you need to calibrate your DSLR camera/ lenses? 

The chances are that if you have downloaded and are reading this guide then you have probably 

experienced problems with focus or lack of sharpness when using your camera. 

Is this a reason to have your equipment calibrated? Not necessarily so! 

BEFORE considering calibration you should consider the following: 

• Was the correct focus point (s) used?
• Was the choice of focus point selection left to the camera?
• Did you observe the minimum shutter speed rule?
• Was your choice of shutter speed sufficient to prevent image blur/ movement?
• Are you using a filter with your lens, if so is it a branded/ quality filter?

Often one or more of the above can be a contributing or a major factor to images that look soft. 

Therefore, before blaming your camera/ lens combination check the following: 

Focus Point Selection: 

Often front and back focus issues can be mistaken for auto focus area selection errors. 

Of the options available, AUTO AREA focus point selection in which the camera chooses one of more 

focus points can be the most likely cause for incorrect focus acquisition. 

AUTO AREA is often used for subjects that are unpredictable in terms of movement or for multiple 

subjects. The disadvantage with this focus point selection though is for the camera to often acquire 

focus on a subject (s) closer than the main or intended subject. 

The image as shown below illustrates the use of AUTO AREA focus and how in this instance the 

camera has focused on a subject closer than intended. This AUTO AREA focus area error is often one of 

the main reasons ,..t � .-

for images that -

under scrutiny 

appear to be 

incorrectly focused. 
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In order to ensure correct focus acquisition it is advisable to choose MANUAL selection, choosing a 

focus point and in the instance of the image shown below choosing the eye of the hyena as the point 

of acquisition. 

All middle to high end Canon and Nikon DSLR models allow for chosen I acquired focus points to be 

displayed on the cameras LCD screen on playback. This can also be seen and studied in detail in the 

camera manufacturers software on a pc (Canon DPP or Nikon View software). 
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Shutter Speed: 

Did your chosen shutter match the focal 
length of the lens? If using a 300mm focal 
length to capture your image your MINIMUM 
shutter speed to prevent camera shake. If 
your camera has a crop factor, then this 
should be applied for the minimum shutter 
speed rule i.e. 

Canon models {excluding 1 D and SD series) 
incorporate a crop factor of 1.6 x, when used 
with a 300mm lens the minimum shutter 
speed is 300 x 1.6 = 11460th of a second. 

Nikon models {applicable to DX models) incorporate a 1.5 x crop, when used with a 300mm lens the 

minimum shutter speed should be 300 x 1.5 = 11450th of a second. 

If the lens used has a stabilizer function, this will typically allow for an additional 2-3 stops, so a slower 
shutter speed can be used. 

Stabilizer functions are denoted by IS {Image Stabilisation) for Canon lenses, VR {Vibration Reduction) 
for Nikon and OS {Optical Stabilisation) for Sigma Lenses. 

Most modern Canon & Nikon DSLR's incorporate an intelligent form of AUTO ISO, when used in 
Program & Aperture Priority modes the camera can be set to monitor the focal length of the lens in 
use ad set the nearest shutter speed or faster, thus helping to avoid camera shake. 
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Filters: 

A poor quality filter can have a marked effect on the final result. If you suspect the filter is the reason 

for the lack of sharpness in your images and you have adhered to the previous points, then attempt to 

take a test shot without the filter in order to make a comparison. 

See below for calibration results with and without a filter, in this case the filter caused problems with 
back focusing. (With the filter in place, the calibration result was registered as -4, without the filter +3) 

If you have tried all of the above and results are still the same, then calibration of your SLR lens (s) to 
your DSLR camera is the next option. 

Solutions 

There are many solutions available to the photographer from lengthy and complicated methods 

'downloadable' from the internet to fully automated software driven solutions that guarantee 

accuracy and consistency. Choose your method well and if need be speak to the retailer you 

purchased the camera from. Alternatively contact CamerCal and arrange for a calibration to be 

performed.

Ensure your camera model is able to accept calibration settings, this normally applies to middle to top 
end models from Canon & Nikon. 

With Canon & Nikon models, micro adjustments must be switched on within the cameras menu. 
Lenses calibrated on Nikon cameras need to have numbers assigned in order for calibration settings 
to be memorized and recalled by the camera. 
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